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BOOT
THE COALITION
OUT!
Anna Pha
The Coalition government has comprehensive plans to destroy militant
trade unions and give employers arbitrary powers and unfettered rights over
workers in the workplace. The main
thrust of its agenda, if re-elected, is
to further criminalise legitimate trade
union activity, remove what remains
of trade union rights and bankrupt
unions.
Workers are dealing with rising prices,
falling wages, loss of working conditions,
hefty fines for defending their basic rights,
and growing use of insecure forms of employment. They want real change: including
better and safer working conditions, secure
well-paid jobs, full restoration of penalty
rates, and trade union rights. These are
basic demands for any democratic society.
Such changes will not be handed to workers on a plate. For organised labour to achieve
them class conscious union leadership and
militant struggle are crucial.
The following is a comparison between
the Coalition’s plans for workers and the
Communist Party of Australia’s policies.

TRADE UNION RIGHTS
Coalition: Intends to double penalties
for industrial action in construction industry
to $444,000 for unions for even the most
minor breach and to $88,800 for individual
workers and union oﬃcials! Breaches include
such things as demanding a toilet for female
workers, a union organiser entering a workplace without a valid entry permit to meet
with workers, recruit new members, suggest
industrial action, fly the Eureka flag, swear at
an abusive boss, or walking oﬀ the job after
a worker has been seriously injured or killed
because of employer negligence.
CPA: Give workers unfettered right to
take industrial action without penalties.
Coalition: Further limit right of entry
for union oﬃcials.
CPA: Abolish permit system and give
union oﬃcials unrestricted right of entry.
Coalition: Expand powers and scope
of Australian Building and Construction
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Commission (ABCC) to cover all activities
of Maritime Union of Australia and other
militant trade unions. The ABCC is the Coalition’s political police whose role is to protect
corrupt employers who cheat workers out of
their entitlements and to grind the heel on
unions and workers who attempt to demand
their entitlements and demand a safe work
environment.
CPA: Rip up the ABCC legislation and
that of the Registered Organisations Commission (ROC) that also polices trade unions.
Create a new, well-resourced, and staﬀed
inspectorate to monitor employers along
with heavy penalties for bosses who fail to
pay workers’ full entitlements on time or
breach workers’ rights or health and safety
regulations. This includes manslaughter
charges in the case of negligence resulting in
the loss of a worker’s life. Heavy penalties for
bosses who attempt to shut out trade unions
or refuse to negotiate with them. Workers
have a right to a safe workplace.
Coalition: The government changed
Australian Consumer Law in 2018 providing
penalties of up to $10 million for trade unions
involved in secondary boycotts such as supporting a picket against another employer
in solidarity with other workers. The law
also imposes penalties for pickets that do
not directly relate to a narrow definition of
employment relations.
CPA: Remove all provisions applying
to trade unions from Australian Consumer
Law. Legalise pickets by unions and supporters from the community and solidarity
from other unions.

WAGES & CONDITIONS
Coalition: Continue with policy of reducing real wages. The government refuses to
support the aged care workers’ case for a 25
per cent wage rise. This is currently before
the Fair Work Commission. Refuses to backpay public servants for years of wage freezes
and wage caps. Refuses to take measures to
ensure visa workers receive their legal entitlements. Refuses to support real increases
in the minimum wage.
Continued on page 2
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FOR A WORKERS’
DEMOCRACY
At the end of this month, Australians will participate in another federal election. Our elections, an
expression of bourgeois democracy, are often presented as an exemplar of our freedoms, the ability
to make choices about who leads our state.
In some respects, this is true; in others, it is not.
It is true to the extent that our bourgeois democracy
provides universal suﬀrage and (with some regulations aside) provides the opportunity for anyone to
run for oﬃce.
However, bourgeois democracy is just that: bourgeois. What does this mean? It means that our system
was created for the sole purpose of representing
the bourgeoisie – the ruling capitalist class – who
control the economic (and social) operations of our
state. Here, the social democrats and conservative
liberals operate as the two wings of capitalism. The
former alleges that the system can be reformed such
that capitalist economic growth can alleviate workers from the worst abuses of capitalism, while the
latter promotes capitalism as a system of endless
opportunity for the hard-working individual.
The wind beneath these wings is our media, both
state- and privately-owned. Here, the realities of the
working class and the policies and parties that could
improve their lives go virtually unheard. In Australia,
the bourgeoisie’s stranglehold on the media landscape is particularly bad. Last year, Michael West
Media reported that:
“Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp owns fifty-nine per
cent of the metropolitan and national print media
markets by readership – up from twenty-five per cent
in 1984. Nine Entertainment is the second-largest
media owner, with a combined twenty-three per cent
readership share.”
In addition to print media, “three corporations
– News Corp, Nine, and Seven Media Holdings –
collect eighty per cent of Australian free-to-air and
subscription TV revenues, with News Corp picking
up forty per cent, almost double that of the next in
line Nine.”
The purpose of these corporations is to protect
bourgeois democracy, which safeguards its own
interests.
There should be no illusions: bourgeois democracy
does not serve the working class. Workers cannot
be emancipated under the current system which is
designed to protect the profits and interests of the
ruling capitalist class.
While the above is true, it is important to protect
bourgeois democracy from reactionary elements in
the ruling class. This has become increasingly important with the rise of fascism around the globe.
Here, right-wing populists such as Clive Palmer,
masking themselves as alternatives to “the system”,
riding on the high levels of government mistrust and
misinformation, are nothing more than capitalists
only concerned with enriching themselves at the expense of the working class. Thus, the deterioration of
bourgeois democracy is not a pathway to liberation;
bourgeois democracy must be transformed.
The working class has gone as far as it can with
a bourgeois program, it must build and fight for a
revolutionary program with its interests at its heart.
The arena in which the contents of such a program
is fought for is in our trade unions – the broadest
organisations of the worker. Here, it is important
that workers are won to the labour movement in
increasing numbers by developing militant, radical
agendas that challenge the ruling class such that
it becomes inevitable that a workers’ democracy is
established.
A workers’ democracy will be a system designed to
represent the interests of the working class. Here the
state will be a tool controlled by workers for workers,
safeguarding their interests. To get here, however, we
must run two tactics. One which protects bourgeois
democracy from reactionary elements and another
which builds a movement that transforms our current state of things. If these two tactics can advance
the working class will win.

BOOT
THE COALITION OUT!
Continued from page 1

CPA: Supports regular indexation of wages in line with increases
in cost of living and productivity.
Support the aged care workers’
wage claim. Back pay public servants for years of wage freezes and
wage caps. Through the new inspectorate ensure visa and other workers receive their legal entitlements.
Coalition: Bring back its
Omnibus Bill that permits employers to exclude the ten statutory
National Employment Standards
(NES) from enterprise bargaining
agreements (EBAs). The ten NES
are minimum entitlements for
workers that at present must be
included in EBAs, excluding casuals.
They cover various forms of paid
leave, maximum working hours,
termination notice provisions,
redundancy pay, public holidays,
and flexible work arrangements.
The Coalition also plans to
further gut the so-called modern
awards which since their creation
have not kept pace with cost of
living or gains in EBAs.
CPA: Restore a centralised
system of industry bargaining with
comprehensive awards that contain
outcomes of that bargaining and
are regularly updated. Uniform
wages and conditions should apply
across a work site and industry for
workers performing the same task.
Coalition: Permit bosses
to negotiate agreements that do
not pass the better off overall
test (BOOT). BOOT specifies that
agreements must be better off

overall than the relevant modern
award. This test, along with the ten
statutory National Employment
Standards mentioned above, and
modern awards, is a critical part
of the minimum “safety net” for
workers.
CPA: Strengthen workers’
capacity to bargain so that every
provision is better off than or
maintains every provision of the
award under a centralised system
of wages and working conditions.
Coalition: Return to the
Howard government’s non-union,
individual employment contracts
(Australian Workplace Agreements)
in the name of “individual flexibility
clauses” as per the Omnibus Bill.
CPA: Abolish “flexibility”
clauses and individual contracts
that permit employers to undermine
awards or discriminate between
workers.
Coalition: Support further
deregulation of labour market,
zero-hour contracts, body hire,
fixed term contracts, “gig”, and
other forms of casualisation and
insecure employment.
CPA: Guarantee the right to
secure, well-paid jobs with use of
fixed term contracts for special
circumstances such as replacing
someone on parental leave or for a
specific non-continuing job. Repeal
the Coalition’s legislation on casual
employment which has the aim of
locking in casualisation. Legislate
for all casual workers who are carrying out ongoing work to have the
right to be permanent.

Coalition: Continue to fail to
act on workplace discrimination
against women and minority groups
including wages gap, overtime
opportunities, special leave provisions such as for women fleeing
domestic violence.
CPA: Enforce, through Inspectorate, workers’ right to equal pay
for work of equal value. Legislate
for special leave.
Coalition: Legislate wage theft
provisions of Omnibus Bill that
override (being federal legislation)
far stronger state laws.
CPA: Outlaw wage theft in all
its forms with hefty penalties for
bosses.
If the Coalition is re-elected it
will push as much of the employers’
agenda through Parliament that
it can. If it has a majority in both
Houses, it will succeed. It will be a
repeat of the disastrous Howard era.
The electoral system is undemocratic. The major parties changed
the rules making it virtually impossible for small parties to stand for
Parliament in their own name and
extremely costly to stand candidates. The major parties and the
extreme right like Clive Palmer’s
outfit have tens of millions of dollars to splash on campaigns across
all forms of media.
If you agree with the above
CPA policies, then why not join
the CPA to change the system. Go
to cpa.org.au.
On 21st May give the Coalition
the BOOT! 

Find out more about the
Communist Party of Australia
web www.cpa.org.au
email cpa@cpa.org.au
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POLITICIANS TREAT
MARGINALISED PEOPLES
AS PROPS
E Lennon
As the two major parties press towards
a 21st May election day, their treatment
of marginalised peoples worsens.
People with Disability Australia (PWD)
are one group run by and for Australians with
disabilities calling out the systemic issues
that have festered under both the Liberal
and Labor parties.
“Only about ten per cent of us have access
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) support, so issues related to employment and income are essential to our health,
wellbeing and full participation in society,”
the organisation’s election document reads.
In this document, PWD draws attention
to alarming statistics. One in two Australians with disability are unemployed due to
barriers, with some of these built into the
Disability Discrimination Act 1995.
This act is not the only one that ostracises
and hinders Australians with disability from
fully participating in society.
On 21st April, sixty-five organisations and
experts penned an open letter to both the
Prime Minister and Leader of the Opposition.
In it, they came out against laws stopping
some Australians from voting.
“Australia’s laws must recognise and
protect the right of people with disability
to vote in Australian elections,” the open
letter states.
“But archaic and oﬀensive provisions
in section 93(8)(a) of the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918 are being used to prevent
some Australians from exercising this most
fundamental democratic freedom because
they can be deemed to be of ‘unsound mind’.
“Between 2008-2012, more than 28,000
people were removed from the electoral roll
due to the ‘unsound mind’ provisions.”
From employment to so-called democratic
rights, and overall well being, the major
parties are ignoring people with disabilities.
“Australia’s current Disability Employment Services program is making little
progress in addressing these barriers, and
many people with disability remain segregated in Australian Disability Enterprises
where they’re paid as little as $1 an hour
with no pathway to employment within the
mainstream workforce,” People with Disabilities Australia states.
In a very public way, the Liberal Party’s
neglect of Australians with disability culminated when Prime Minister Scott Morrison
said that he and his wife “have been blessed,
we’ve got two children that don’t – that
haven’t had to go through that.”
This use of the word “blessed” implies
that having a child with a disability is the
opposite.
Members of parliament hit back at the
comment. Those with lived experiences cited
this as a typical ignorant remark, detracting
from the full lives people with disabilities lead.
Politics in Australia remains the realm
of the rich and privileged. Parliamentarians

form a political class, detached from the realities many people who live in Australia face.
Politicians may blaze a campaign trail
every three years, but at the end of the day
and when the election has been called, they
return to their homes and lives cordoned oﬀ
from marginalised peoples.
These same politicians attempt to push
through items that harm. If Scott Morrison
and other conservative MPs had gotten their
way, the Religious Discrimination Bill would
have been legislated, allowing for discrimination against queer children and teachers.
LGBTQIA+ community advocacy group
Wear It Purple says legislation like this is
traumatising to marginalised peoples.
“The bill empowers people of faith to
discriminate against us. Specifically, excuses
conduct by a religious body that would otherwise be discriminatory as long as it is done
in good faith.”
That strengthens the existing exemption
that religious schools enjoy under s38(3) of
the Sex Discrimination Act to discriminate
on the basis of sexual orientation, gender
identity, marital or relationship status or
pregnancy.
Much like Scott Morrison’s comment on
being “blessed” not to have children with
disability, NSW Premier Dominic Perrottet

declared the exclusion of transgender women
in sport to be a “matter of fairness and
physiology.”
The Daily Telegraph went as far as
splashing big bold letters across its front
page stating “DOM BACKS WOMEN.” Premier Perrottet’s comments added fuel to the
political fire following Liberal candidate for
Warringah, Katherine Deves’ inflammatory
comments about transgender youths.
Independent member for Sydney, Alex
Greenwich came out against the Premier’s
comments and threatened to withdraw
support as a key player in the lower house.
“I have built a relationship of respect
with the premier and his government where
we are very open. He and I have had differing views, but I expect to know where
those come from, and I expect that they are
based on evidence and consultation, not just
ideological opinion,” said Alex Greenwich.
This threat prompted Perrottet to backtrack in favour of staying in the independent
member’s good books. Two days after making
the comments, the Premier announced his
intent to meet with Greenwich and representatives of the trans community.
As of writing this article, the details
remain to be seen on what format this
meeting will take and who from the trans

community will be present. It also remains
to be seen whether the Premier will listen
to the trans people and advocates he meets.
Perrottet is staunchly Catholic and deeply
conservative. It’s logical to believe that this
meeting will serve as nothing more than
a photo opportunity that will quieten the
backlash.
Greenwich called out the debate over
exclusion as a political weapon.
Alex Greenwich told ABC Radio Sydney
that “the trans community, and young trans
people in particular, are being used as a
political punching bag.”
“I’m asking the Premier to leave young
trans kids alone, let them flourish, let them
be themselves.”
These revealing moments show the public
where politicians truly stand on protecting
vulnerable people. To politicians, issues
aﬀecting these groups of people arise and
grip the media cycle and then are swept back
under the rug. They campaign, snooze up
to voters and promise to meet with people
to hear their lived experiences, but when it
comes to the moment they can aﬀect change,
they ignore or endorse harmful policies that
directly impact these same groups. 

From employment to so-called democratic
rights, and overall well being, the major
parties are ignoring people
with disabilities.
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JOBS JOBS JOBS! LIBERALS
IGNORE QUALITY OVER
QUANTITY
B Curphey
Once again, one of the LNP’s
go-to slogans for the upcoming federal election is “Jobs
Jobs Jobs!” After Labor leader Albanese was raked over
the coals for not being able to
recall the unemployment rate,
Scott Morrison has been hard
at work making sure we all
know it’s the lowest it’s been
since Whitlam was Prime Minister: just under four per cent.
This shiny figure masks a dark
reality. Morrison promises to create
1.3 million new jobs if the LNP
returns to power in May, touting
the 1.9 million jobs the LNP has
already created since 2013. While
it’s true there are more jobs – and
more workers – now than at any
point in recent history, the quality of existing jobs is lacking and
Morrison doesn’t seem interested
in addressing that.
Underemployment is a phenomenon wherein workers are
employed but are unable to work
as many hours as they would like
or are not able to utilise their skills
and qualifications. This can mean
low wages and unfulfilling work.
For those with higher education
qualifications, it can also mean
struggling with debts accrued for
qualifications that did not lead to
steady employment.
The rate of underemployment is
actually down to 6.6 per cent from

8.8 per cent since the beginning
of the pandemic two years ago. At
the same time, though, the cost of
living rose 3.5 per cent and wages
have struggled to keep up, meaning that an underemployed worker
now needs to work more hours to
cover basic costs.
Data suggests that most of the
underemployed are women – the
rate of underemployment among
women is 7.8 per cent compared to
5 per cent of males. There are clear
systemic factors at play here, but

Morrison does not seem to want to
interrogate why it is that women
enjoy a lower quality of employment
than men. It is clear that underemployment goes hand in hand with
increasing casualisation and social
factors which prevent women from
fully accessing the workforce.
This brings us back to the question posed above: exactly what
kinds of jobs is Morrison proposing to create? Will they be full-time
jobs? Will they be high-paying and
skilled jobs?

There is an ulterior motive at
work here: the LNP’s unrelenting
assault on the social security net.
Morrison has made it clear that the
aim of getting people into work is to
get them oﬀ “welfare” and he does
not seem to show much regard for
the kind of work that people are
being pushed into.
“You know how to balance a
budget – you get people oﬀ welfare
where they’re receiving benefits and
you turn them into workers, where
they pay taxes.”

Meanwhile, the Liberals continue to slash the safety net and hold
fast in their refusal to spend a cent
on anything that could conceivably
aid the working class.
It’s time we thought critically
about what the “jobs jobs jobs” push
is really all about. We need to ask
the hard questions about why so
many are underemployed. More
jobs are not what Australians need:
we need better jobs, more stable
jobs, and jobs which pay more.
The LNP will not deliver that. 

EDUCATION CLASS ON THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA
Graham Holton
The Brisbane Branch of the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) recently
held its second education class, with
branches from across Australia joining
in via Zoom. The constitution is the core
of what the CPA stands for and how it
functions as it lays out the principles
upon which the Party is based. The
Party’s ideological unity and discipline
maintain the basic principles and tactics that have proven to be sound and
constructive. The Constitution explains
the Party’s governance, from branch
meetings to the Central Committee,
laying out the responsibilities of each
member, from those newly joined to
those who have been a party member

for most of their lives. It clearly lists
what the key duties and responsibilities are for each Branch member. For
those reading the CPA’s Constitution
for the first time, it can be a little daunting when encountering certain words
and concepts.
The Communist Party of Australia is a
Marxist-Leninist Party, established to change
Australian society from Capitalism to Socialism. Party members are guided in their work
by the revolutionary theories and teachings
of Marx, Engels and Lenin, applying them
to Australian conditions, while recognising
that the general principles of Marxism-Leninism are universal. It is a voluntary union
of people who support and actively work
for this objective. Our success requires that
the Party develops a broad alliance with the

working class and those forces in society,
which are exploited and whose interests are
prejudiced by monopoly capitalism, such
as, small working farmers, professional
and technical workers and proprietors of
small business enterprises. The Party is not
against the ownership of personal property,
i.e., people owning their own home, cars,
etc., it is against the ownership of private
property, the means of production held in
private hands, such as large factories and
massive agriculture monocultures, which
exploit workers.
The Communist Party is building a powerful mass party of the working class based
upon the correct Marxist line and policy,
while actively struggling against deviations
to the “Right” or to the “Left”. The teachings
of Marx, Engels and Lenin demonstrate that

“Right” Opportunism and “Left” Sectarianism
grow from bourgeois ideology and influences.
The Party is against internal Opportunism,
defined by Marxists as a policy that puts
special interests ahead of the interests of
the working class. Opportunism within the
revolutionary working-class movement is a
manifestation of petit bourgeois ideology and
policy. It is also against factionalism which
can disrupt the party’s actions.
The struggle by the working class and
other progressive social forces for reforms
and for socialist change is carried out by the
CPA, which is dedicated to this objective.
The success of the CPA can be judged by the
Party’s growing membership, its achievements within the union movement and in
raising awareness of the Class Struggle in
Australia. 

Readers of the Australian Marxist Review are notified that issue #72 of the AMR will be published within the
current month, advance orders for it should be placed by emailing info@cpa.org.au.
The AMR editorial board calls for submissions for the next edition #73 of the AMR, as well as subsequent
editions. Articles can be submitted to the AMR in areas of interest for the development of Marxist-Leninist theory
and the working-class struggle in Australia. The editorial board suggests that labour and work, class structure in
Australia, the environmental movement, the national question, developments in the national and global economy,
resisting imperialist war, and fighting for gender and racial equality as possible topics articles advancing MarxistLeninist theory could be written about.
The AMR editorial board has a particular interest in articles that aim to advance the development and building
of the CPA into the leading force of the working-class struggle in Australia.
If you wish to discuss any ideas for articles, to seek advice on writing articles for the AMR or if you have any
suggestions and feedback please provide them to the AMR editorial board and editor by emailing amr@cpa.org.au,
david@cpa.org.au, christian@cpa.org.au, and roland@cpa.org.au. The due date for articles to be considered
to appear in edition #73 of the AMR is Friday 20th May for publication in June.
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OP-ED: IRONIC FOR MORRISON
TO DRAW RED LINE WITHOUT
RESPECTING OTHERS’
Australian Prime Minister
Scott Morrison just drew a
“red line” for China. Australian media widely reported on
Sunday that Morrison claimed
China building a military base
on the Solomon Islands would
be a “red line” for both Australia and the US. “We won’t
be having Chinese military
naval bases in our region on
our doorstep,” he was quoted
as saying, adding “I share the
same red line that the US has.”
Wait. Are Australia and the
US, the countries which have been
provoking other countries, setting
the standard for a “red line?” Has
NATO, which provoked Russia
for decades through an eastward
expansion respected Russia’s red
line? And has Australia, which kept
sending lethal weapons to the war
zone to support Ukraine, ever taken
Russia’s red line into account?
If the US and Australia are so
eager to discuss a “red line,” they
should first review their own deeds.
Over the years, Washington and
Canberra have been constantly stirring up trouble in the Indo-Pacific
region, especially in terms of the
Taiwan question, South China Sea
issue, and the disputes over the
Diaoyu Islands.
US arms sales to Taiwan island
have been going on for a long time,
and quite recently, Washington not
only sent a high-level delegation
of politicians to the island, even
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi – the
third-ranking political figure in the
US, behind the president and vice
president – had reportedly planned
to visit Taiwan island. Australian
Defense Minister Peter Dutton,
on the other side, has pledged
allegiance to the US in so-called
defending Taiwan.
Apart from that, the two have
also attempted to draw Southeast
Asian claimant countries to their
side to contain China. US President
Joe Biden once said Article 5 of the

Solomon Islands. Image: TUBS (CC BY-SA 3.0)

US-Japan Security Treaty will be
applied to the defence of the Diaoyu
Islands, and Australia has been
pointing fingers at China’s claim
of the South China Sea.
Yet Taiwan island, South China
Sea and the Diaoyu Islands concern
China’s territorial sovereignty. Is
the Solomon Islands part of Australian or US soil? No. The Solomon
Islands is a sovereign country.
When China draws its red lines
based on its own territory, sovereignty and core interests, Canberra
and the US are doodling their red
lines far away from their borders,
turning a blind eye to others’ sovereignty, Xu Shanpin, an adjunct
research fellow at China University
of Mining and Technology, told
Global Times.
Morrison said he “won’t be
having Chinese military naval bases

in our region on our doorstep,”
regardless of the fact that China
has made clear multiple times that
the agreement with the Solomon
Islands is not about establishing a
military base, but focuses on security cooperation, which is the normal
exchange and cooperation between
two sovereign and independent
countries. His wordings also triggered a question: Why could the US
have its military bases worldwide,
at a number of other countries’
doorsteps, and can carry out its
freedom of navigation operations
wherever it wants? What a tale of
two rules-based orders.
The relevant standard of the US
and Australia has been ironic: They
can provoke, but whoever fights
back would be called an “aggressor.”
They can condemn any country, yet
whoever talks back will be labelled

a “wolf worrier;” They can have
all forms of military cooperation
with others, but China’s legitimate
security collaboration with others
is a “threat.”
When Morrison made the “red
line” rhetoric, he jeopardised the
red line of the Solomon Islands,
an independent country, by failing to respect the latter’s diplomatic sovereignty. The Australian
government is so used to making
decisions on behalf of Pacific
island countries, with the belief
that those islands should naturally
follow its “guidance.” Such a mentality can be viewed as Australian
neo-colonialism, Yang Honglian,
senior researcher at the Liaocheng
University, told the Global Times.
Yet, no country has the right
to set security red lines beyond its
borders, as doing so would severely

deteriorate regional stability, and
boost uncertainties among major
power interactions, Xu said. Unfortunately, what the US and Australia have been saying and doing
is turning the Pacific region into a
battlefield of major countries.
Some observers also noticed
an interesting part in Morrison’s
remarks. He wanted to be tough
towards China, but deliberately
mentioned the US to support its
stance, which mirrors how much
nerve Australia actually has. Western countries like to say “speak
from a position of strength.” Without enough strength, a country is
not qualified to draw red lines for
others, Yu Lei, chief research fellow
at the Research Center for Pacific
Island Countries of Liaocheng
University, told the Global Times.
Global Times 

MORRISON PLAN FOR WORKERS 6.5 TIMES
THOSE FOR BOSSES COMMITTING
WAGE THEFT
Article via the Construction, Forestry, Maritime,
Mining and Energy Union (CFMMEU)
Under Morrison’s latest attack on
construction workers an individual worker would be subject to fines
more than 6.5 times higher than
those faced by an employer who steals
their wages.
And construction unions that try to stop
bosses from robbing workers’ pay packets
or putting their lives at risk would be fined
more than triple the amount of the most
serious possible wage-theft contravention
under the Fair Work Act.
“Morrison is determined to tip the
scales even further to benefit the property
developer donors and Master Builders who

dictate Coalition policies,” said Dave Noonan
CFMMEU National Construction Secretary.
“Construction workers already face laws
that do not apply to any other industry which
severely limit their right to strike or take
industrial action even when work is unsafe
or they have not been paid.”
“Contrast the threatened $88,000 fines
for individual construction workers who take
unlawful industrial action with the $13,320
fine for the boss who steals their wages.”
“Even the highest fines for wage theft of
$133,200 for serious and systematic contraventions by an employer are less than a
third of the $444,000 fines the union would

be subject to for trying to make sure workers are paid. This in an industry where wage
theft and sham contracting are rife.”
“Morrison’s attack-dog regulator, the
ABCC [Australian Building and Construction
Commission], does little about wage theft
and has only completed four cases against
employers related to wages and entitlements
since 2016. During that time the ABCC has
hit 252 individual workers with fines and
penalties, while they have prosecuted just
22 employers.”
“Morrison is not proposing massive
fines for builders like Ganellan, whose safety
breaches directly led to the death of an

18-year-old apprentice and the maiming of
one of his workmates. The company ended
up paying nothing in fines; their insurance
picked up the tab.”
“He has sat on laws that would ensure
subbies and workers get paid when companies like Probuild, ABD, Pindar, Doric and
Condev go broke owing tens of millions.”
“Instead, he is threatening individual
construction workers with fines that would
destroy their lives, bankrupt families, and
force people out of their homes. It is a sickening proposal that must be rejected.” 
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LENIN’S LEGACY: WORKI
IN THE FIGHT FO
Joe Sims
Lenin walks around the world . . .
The sun sets like a scar,
Between the darkness and the dawn,
There rises a red star.
Langston Hughes

The world is a better place because of
V I Lenin. An outstanding 20th century working-class leader and revolutionary, he helped change history.
The revolution in St. Petersburg, which
Lenin helped lead in 1917, opened the
door to a new era.
The impulse first set in motion by the
October Revolution lives on. The world
revolutionary process continues to unfold:
at times by fits and starts, at others almost
standing still, then explosively, rapidly, with
all the force of a social hurricane.
This remains the epoch of the revolutionary transition from capitalism to socialism – setbacks, contractions, and reversals
notwithstanding. As Lenin himself once
observed, the socialist revolution is not a
single act, but a series of acts over an entire
historical period.
Without October, the very concept of
working-class rule, the idea that ordinary
workers are “enough”– that they possess
everything needed to create a new just world
– would remain a distant dream. Without
October, Asia might never have awakened,
the chains of colonial rule binding Africa
might never have been broken, and Europe
might still lay claim to all of Latin America
as its special province. Yes, the stirrings of
anti-colonial, anti-racist, anti-imperialist
struggle were set in motion, not necessarily
causally, but, deliberately, wilfully, across an
oppressed and anguished planet.
The reverberations were no less felt in
the coalfields, steel towns, and garment
sweatshops of these United States. AfricanAmerican soldiers, leaving the battlefields
of World War I and fleeing the lynch mobs
of made-in-America reaction, and Poles,
Russians, Irish, Italians, and Jews, pouring through the gates of Ellis Island, all
heard the resounding crash when the walls
of the Winter Palace came tumbling down
in Petrograd.
It was then that a self-described
“socialist-of-the path” became, according to Paul Robeson, an advocate of

“socialism-as-a-way-of-life.” W E B Du Bois,
who later became Robeson’s close friend,
declared after visiting Soviet Russia, “I may
have been partially misled and misinformed,
but if what I have seen is Bolshevism, I am
a Bolshevik.”
Indeed, it was the restless genius of
Lenin, the Bolshevik, whose theoretical
imagination, strategic outlook, and tactical
brilliance impressed the no less brilliant Du
Bois, whose African Roots of the War mirrored, if not anticipated, Lenin’s Imperialism
on the sources of World War I.
More than any other figure, Lenin helped
birth the modern Communist movement.
The young Lenin early on grasped the
scientific socialism developed by Engels and
Marx. Here was a way to understand and
change the world. At once a fierce defender
and, at times, acerbic articulator (sometimes
to a fault), of the Marxist worldview, Lenin
managed to creatively add to and develop
the Communist outlook.
Already, his Two Tactics, in embryonic
form, stressed what came to be known as the
“united front” concept, the absolute necessity
of a broad front led by the working class to
defeat reaction. Here, Lenin resolutely challenged the “left” posturing of those Marxists who feared an alliance with capitalists
against a greater enemy, arguing again and
again that the working class must lead the
battle for democracy.
Addressing the unique circumstances of
the revolutionary working-class movement
in Russia, his What Is to Be Done? advanced
the concept of a new type of political party,
worker-led and directed, waging a manysided struggle for dominance in the arenas
of ideas, politics, and class struggle.
Following Marx and Engels’ thesis on the
independent and leading role of the working class, Lenin’s concept was a new thing,
a party led politically and ideologically by
workers, that would lead the whole of society
to a new form of civilisation. In What Is to Be
Done? Lenin stresses – no, insists – on the
party’s advocacy of socialism while fighting
for reforms, arguing that without that, all
struggles, trade union or no, would result in
reforms alone. The achievement of socialism
required, in his estimation, an extra element
or ingredient, a Marxist “plus.”
But his concept of the party was not
a thing frozen in time: the cadre concept
advanced for uniquely Russian circumstances

was later replaced by the “mass party” that
would seek working-class majority support
for its aims. The concept of the working-class
press as a collective organiser, mobiliser, and
publicist deepened with the application of
its use as a central organising tool. In other
words, the press had to be built around the
party, and the party itself built around the
press, a notion particularly relevant with
today’s internet, social media, social networks, and big data.
Marxism, for Lenin, was a living doctrine
whose various sides modulate and shift
according to the conditions of the workers’
class struggle, with now one, then another
“side” coming to the fore. He took issue at
once with one-sided, narrow, and sectarian
approaches while also castigating those who
would “turn Marx into an ordinary liberal”
with the claim that the socialist goal was
utter utopianism.
Understanding that Marxism as a scientific outlook was by its very nature partisan,
capable of conception only polemically,
Lenin’s theoretical contributions were always
couched in its defense. He glanced with suspicion, if not contempt, at those who sought
to “develop” Marx with long-discredited “flexible” concepts in “new” clothing. At the same
time, fearful of dogmatism and a student of
science, he read and studied voraciously,
testing his materialist outlook against new
discoveries, discarding what proved wrong,
and incorporating the new.
Lenin was not wedded to any particular
form of struggle. Everything depended on
a concrete analysis of a concrete situation.
In the summer of 1917, he wrestled over
and over with the possibility of a peaceful
transition to state power. The tumultuous
“July Days,” though, changed his mind, and
August found him hiding in a barn writing
The State and Revolution.
His Imperialism, written a year earlier,
theorises a new stage of capitalism dominated by the big banks, and along with it the
theory of the “weakest link” and the possibility of a breakaway from the capitalist world
system. While tracing imperialism’s economic contours, characterised by the export
of capital, his attention turns invariably to
issues of democracy. Defining imperialism
politically, as “reaction all down the line,”
he points to its financial, production, and
trade cycles and their inevitable impacts,
pulling peoples and nations together and

forcing them apart, over and again, imposing both unity and separation, an objective
process in which opposites are perpetually
in motion. He asks provocatively, “Between
the two which is primary?” “Unity,” was his
clear and unequivocal answer.
Lenin wrote extensively on colonialism
and championed the rights of oppressed
nations and peoples to self-determination.
National oppression was for him, at its very
essence, an issue of democracy, the “right”
of a people to determine their own destiny.
The working-class movement must put this
issue front and centre: “Whoever does not
recognise and champion the equality of
nations and languages, and does not fight
against all national oppression or inequality,
is not a Marxist; he is not even a democrat.”
Indeed, the content of democracy was
a central concern of Lenin, who viewed
its destination as invariably shaped by the
contours of the road traveled. He wrote, “All
‘democracy’ consists in the proclamation and
realisation of ‘rights’ which under capitalism
are realisable only to a very small degree and
only relatively. But without the proclamation of these rights, without a struggle to
introduce them now, immediately, without
training the masses in the spirit of this struggle, socialism is impossible.”
Needless to say, the founding of the new
working-class state and the elaboration of
the laws of transition from capitalism to
socialism are among Lenin’s most important
if not his signal contribution. The necessity
of working-class leadership, the emergence
of a new form of state power, the Soviets, the
relationship between the party and the state,
the content of the economy – all of this and
more seized his attention. Here again, when
confronted with the backwardness of the
Russian economy, “war communism,” and
the need to switch economic gears, Lenin
held firm not to dogma but to science and
proposed the New Economic Policy, premised
on working-class power in government and
“state capitalism” in the economy. The idea
of peaceful co-existence between diﬀerent
social systems was his.
Toward the end of his brief but eventful life, thinking through strategies for the
newly founded communist parties was of
major concern. Here, Lenin contended with
political mistakes of both left and right. In
the Communist International, stress was
placed on the necessity of winning over the
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ING CLASS LEADERSHIP
OR DEMOCRACY
majority of the working class as opposed
to attempts at seizing power by small disciplined minorities. It was in these debates
that the united front concept was placed
before the communist parties as a strategic
concept while rejecting concepts like Trotsky’s “permanent revolution” or Bela Kun’s
“theory of oﬀensive.” On this topic, Lenin’s
“Left-Wing” Communism remains the most
relevant of texts.
The life work of this Soviet Communist
leader, along with his successes and failures,
will be studied for some time to come. Like
any life, it was not without error. Chief among
them may have been Lenin’s polemical style,
the impatient handling of diﬀerences, and
the name-calling that infected the ideological and political struggle of the period. With
respect to the United States, the posing of
the African-American population as a nation
was an error, as was the application of the
labor aristocracy thesis as the sole explanation for the slow and hesitant growth of class
and socialist consciousness – an underestimation of the influence of racism and what
Du Bois termed the psychological “wage of
whiteness.”
But these issues, while important, pale
somewhat in relation to the main challenge
to Lenin’s legacy: the idea, following Plekhanov, that the Russian Revolution was
premature and incapable of holding its own.
It’s true that the leaders of the Russian Revolution themselves held definite trepidations
regarding possible outcomes, hoping for a
revolution in the West to come to the aid of
the struggling young Soviet republic. In fact,
Lenin bet on it. But the uprising in Europe
failed to materialise.
Yet, despite this miscalculation, the
revolution survived, albeit, at tremendous
costs. Still, for 74 years, the Soviet Union
attempted a model of socialism that made
many advances, providing invaluable lessons.
And its collapse was not inevitable.
Lending credence to this view are the
experiences of Cuba, China, and Vietnam,
nations that have found novel paths for
pursuing the socialist goal premised on
working-class leadership of the state. They
may not have arrived quite yet, but the quest
is ongoing and is helping reshape the planet.
The world today in many respects is
quite diﬀerent from the one Lenin departed
almost a century ago. Climate change, global
pandemics, changes in the very composition

of the working class, artificial intelligence,
social networks, and 24-hour news streams
all impact the very forms and conditions of
struggle. The struggle for democracy, always
at the very centre of Lenin’s understanding
of class struggle, has become even more
acute. At stake here is the need to reject
narrow concepts of working-class power:
forced marches, administrative shortcuts,
and short-sighted attempts to control information flows. The means of achieving, to say
nothing of shaping, working-class rule will
inevitably determine its end. This includes
models of leadership, an insistence on collectivity, and regular replenishing of collective bodies.
If ever working-class majorities needed to
be won to the socialist cause, is it not today?
Must not education, culture, debate – in other
words, the battle of ideas – assume an equal
place with other forms of struggle? Should
not a critique be made with respect to the
very choice of weapons, making the weapons
of choice strikes, occupations, boycotts, mass
campaigns, and, yes, the ballot?
Late-stage monopoly capitalism is indeed
“reaction all down the line,” as borne out
by the rise of global fascism, with all of its
racism, sexism, and homophobia, today
spurred on, not so much by the need to crush
the imminent rise of a socialist power, as by
transnational capital’s increasing inability
to maintain the rate of profit and resolve its
internal contradictions. National hatreds, too,
are prisons that hold people’s minds captive
but must be broken. This is as true today as
it was 100 years ago. Lenin could have been
talking about Russia’s Putin when he wrote:
“Nobody is to be blamed for being born a
slave; but a slave who not only gives up striving for freedom but justifies and eulogises
his slavery (for example, calls the throttling
of Poland and Ukraine, etc., a “defense of the
fatherland” of the Great Russians) – such
a slave […] arouses a legitimate feeling of
indignation, contempt, and loathing.”
The answer to this is democracy, democracy, and more democracy. But not just any
democracy – class democracy, advanced
democracy giving all power to the workers
and the people.
People’s World 

More than any other
figure, Lenin helped
birth the modern
Communist movement.
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XI CALLS FOR EFFORTS TO BUILD
MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE
SYSTEM
Chinese President Xi Jinping
has called for all-out eﬀorts to
strengthen infrastructure construction in the country’s building of a modern infrastructure
system.
Xi, also General Secretary of the
Communist Party of China Central
Committee and Chairman of the
Central Military Commission, made
the remarks at the 11th meeting of
the Central Committee for Financial
and Economic Aﬀairs, of which he
is the head.
Infrastructure serves as a pillar
for economic and social development, Xi said, urging the country to
coordinate development and security,
and optimise the layout, structure,
functions and development models
of infrastructure.
Other Chinese leaders, including
Li Keqiang, Wang Huning and Han
Zheng, attended the meeting.
The meeting heard reports from
relevant departments on ramping up
infrastructure construction and their
progress on policy implementation.
While giving credit to China’s
achievements in major sci-tech
facilities, water conservancy projects,
transport hubs, information infrastructure and national strategic
reserves, the meeting deemed the
country’s infrastructure still incompatible with the demand for national
development and security.
Strengthening infrastructure
construction in an all-round way is of
great significance to ensuring national
security, smoothing domestic circulation, facilitating the “dual circulation”
of domestic and overseas markets,
expanding domestic demand and
promoting high-quality development,
according to the meeting.
Toward this end, the country
needs to bolster the construction of
network-based infrastructure in fields
such as transport, energy and water
conservancy, with eﬀorts made to
improve eﬃciency, the meeting said.
China should improve the planning of waterways and the building of
coastal and inland ports, and upgrade

water transport facilities nationwide,
the meeting said, while a smart grid
must be developed, a series of new
green, low-carbon energy bases built,
and the oil and gas pipeline network
should be fine-tuned.
Efforts should also go into
strengthening the infrastructure
construction for industrial upgrades
in information, sci-tech and logistics,
as well as building facilities for a new
generation of supercomputing, cloud
computing, AI platforms and broadband networks, said the meeting.
A host of regional, general and
freight transport airports will be
constructed nationwide, the meeting
said, calling for eﬀorts to promote
the transport integration of urban
agglomerations, build convenient
and eﬃcient intercity railway networks, and develop urban railways
and urban rail transit.
The country needs to promote
the modernisation of agriculture
and rural areas with infrastructure
modernisation, it said, also stressing the necessity to support national
security infrastructure and improve
the country’s capability to cope with
extreme situations.
On increasing financial support
for infrastructure construction, the
meeting called for broadening the
channels for financing and encouraged the participation of social capital
in the investment and operation of
urban infrastructure.
The country should also adhere to
its innovation-driven strategy, putting
more eﬀorts into the research and
development of core technologies to
shore up the technological independence of infrastructure construction,
the meeting said.
In addition, the meeting underscored the contributions made by
the Central Committee for Financial
and Economic Aﬀairs, saying that it
has profoundly studied a variety of
major issues concerning the country’s
fundamental and long-term development, and has played a strategically
leading role.
People’s Daily 

Photo: Palácio do Planalto (CC BY-SA 4.0)

WORLD BRIEF
ZELENSKY GOES TO WASHINGTON
In 2020 when Joe Biden decided to run for the presidential
election, Donald Trump asked
the Ukraine President Zelensky to investigate Joe Biden. In
exchange he would be invited
to the White House, where he
would get military aid, but it
didn’t happen and Trump was
subject to the impeachment
process.
Finally, on the 30th anniversary
of Ukraine’s independence, Zelensky visited the White House. It was
more than just a social call, however, the Ukrainian President has
concerns about what the Afghanistan exit means for US international commitments and whether
America can still continue to be
trusted to defend its allies. Then
in his national address, Biden said
that the US had no “vital national
interest” in Afghanistan and he

insisted that the US withdrawal
from Afghanistan would allow the
nation to refocus its foreign policy
on Russia
For the Ukrainian President,
when Joe Biden was vice-president, he was a strong defender of
Ukraine’s independence. However, as a President, he declined
to impose sanctions on the Nord
Stream 2 gas pipeline, which will
allow Russia to bypass Ukraine and
export natural gas directly to the
rest of Europe. Zelensky’s response
to Biden’s speech was that he would
bring up the pipeline, the ongoing
Russian military incursions into
Ukrainian territory, and NATO’s
membership. These words maybe
addressed Zelensky’s concern’s and
gave him peace of mind regarding
to the withdrawal of the US troops
from Afghanistan. 
Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky. (Public domain)
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MACRON BEATS LE PEN
BUT GROWTH OF FRENCH
FASCISM CONTINUES
N Stallon
French President Emmanuel Macron
has won re-election against far-right
rival Marine Le Pen.
The first French president to be re-elected
in twenty years, Macron’s margin of 58.55
per cent to 41.45 per cent was greater than
expected.
Nevertheless, it represents a large swing
to Le Pen of 7.55 per cent from the 2017 runoﬀ. If this were to be repeated in 2027, Le
Pen would be within a percentage point of
winning the presidency.
It is clear that France remains not only
divided, but that Macron’s pro-EU, proNATO, neo-liberal agenda is doing little to
halt the growth of French fascism.
Marine Le Pen’s father Jean-Marie Le
Pen shocked France when he came second
in the first round of the 2002 French
presidential election, narrowly beating
the Socialist Party with 16.86 per cent of
the vote in a particularly widely contested
election.
What followed was a broad anti-fascist
united front campaign that saw conservative
President Jacques Chirac re-elected in the
biggest landslide victory in French history,
securing 82.2 per cent of the vote compared
to Le Pen’s 17.8 per cent.
Since then, Marine Le Pen has carried
out a “de-demonisation” campaign in a bid
to normalise the party and soften its image,
Controversial figures including Jean-Marie
Le Pen were expelled, openly fascistic cultural roots were hidden, and the party’s
name was changed from National Front to
National Rally.
Combined with making the run-oﬀ two
elections straight in 2017 and 2022, Marine
Le Pen has managed to turn a party once
universally reviled for its fascism into the

party commonly accepted as the legitimate
right-wing opposition.
Le Pen has significantly reshaped French
politics, with Macron’s formerly “centrist”
party quickly dropping the charade, enacting
right-wing authoritarian and racist reforms
before running a law-and-order campaign
that accused Le Pen of being soft on Muslims.
As Macron continues to attack and erode
what little remains of the French welfare state
and civil liberties, French voters are becoming increasingly sceptical of the “status quo”,
instead seeking perceived radical alternatives.
By legitimising Le Pen’s racist and fearmongering rhetoric, as well as contributing
to ever decaying living standards through
vicious assaults on the working class, Macron
is ensuring increasing numbers of voters seek
out her far-right populism as a solution to
their problems.
But despite media assurances to the contrary, the left is not dead in France.
Jean-Luc Mélenchon once again enjoyed
a conveniently “late surge” to place 3rd in the
first round with 21.95 per cent of the vote, a
mere 1.2 per cent oﬀ Le Pen’s 23.15 per cent.
While it’s true that the French fascist vote
was split between Le Pen and Zemmour, it
is clear that Mélenchon is a viable candidate
capable of beating Le Pen and winning the
presidency.
Importantly, this has been achieved
despite fierce scrutiny and hostility from
the French state and media.
After police attempted a search of Mélenchon’s party, France Unbowed’s oﬃces in
2018, Mélenchon was arrested and convicted
for intimidation after demanding the police
let him in to witness the search.
While Le Pen has been normalised as
the mainstream conservative opposition,
Mélenchon is viciously attacked by the French
media when not outright ignored.

Jean-Luc Mélenchon. (Ministerio de Cultura de la Nación CC BY-SA 2.0)

This is unsurprising. Mélenchon is a
steadfastly anti-NATO, euro-sceptic fighting for the scrapping of the Fifth French
Republic’s “presidential monarchy”.
Mélenchon wants a democratically elected
constituent assembly to create a new constitution for a new Sixth French Republic
with proportional representation, a lowered
voting age of 16, that gives voters the ability
to propose new laws and recall politicians.
He wants to lower the age of retirement
to sixty, increase wages, freeze food and
fuel prices, guarantee jobs for the long-term
unemployed, prevent top companies listed
on the French stock exchange from paying
dividends, reintroduce capital gains taxes,
redistribute wealth, and have the state intervene in the market.
Refusing to submit to rising anti-immigrant views and support racist policies like
other European social-democratic parties
have, Mélenchon wants to regularise all

undocumented workers in France and facilitate French nationality for foreigners legally
present in France.
Furthermore, Mélenchon has criticised
French and US imperialism and called for
leaving NATO, disregarding neoliberal EU
rules, and increased cooperation with Russia
and China.
While bound by the limits of socialdemocracy, the popularity of Mélenchon’s
program demonstrates that France need not
submit to a simple choice between fascism
and increasingly right-wing neoliberalism.
French society is becomingly increasingly
divided and against the status-quo. But this
discontent is not only leading to increased
support for fascism.
The French left must continue exploit
contradictions in capitalism to draw disillusioned voters away from fascism, and towards
progressive politics and socialism. 

DÉTENTE OF VENEZUELA & ARGENTINA
BEATS MONROE DOCTRINE: ORTEGA
Venezuelan pro-government
legislator Saul Ortega stated
that the intention of the Argentine government to re-establish
diplomatic relations with his
country shows the defeat of
the Monroe Doctrine policy.
“This policy disrespects our
people’s sovereignty since it considers our region the backyard of
the United States. As independent
countries, we must continue to unite

to oppose it,” expressed Ortega, a
member of the ruling United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV).
Conceived in 1823 by President
John Quincy Adams (1825-1829),
the Monroe Doctrine justifies the
expansion of the United States
towards Latin America by considering any attack or intervention
in this region an “aggression”
to be repelled by the American
government.

In 1904, former President Theodore Roosevelt added a “Corollary”
to this policy to establish that the
US government was obliged to
intervene in the aﬀairs of any country that threatened or endangered
the rights or property of American
citizens or companies.
Under the Monroe doctrine,
the US overthrew Guatemalan
President Jacobo Arbenz in 1954,
invaded Cuba’s Bay of Pigs in 1961,

supported the 1973 coup against
Chilean President Salvador Allende
and mass anti-government protests
(Guarimbas) in Venezuela.
“It is time to fully help Venezuela recover its normal functioning as
a country and society,” Argentine
President Alberto Fernandez said
and condemned that his predecessor Mauricio Macri (2015-2019)
recognised the Venezuelan opposition lawmaker Juan Gaido as the

legitimate president of this Caribbean country.
“We called on all Latin America
to review and rethink their relations
with Venezuela,” Fernandez added,
stressing that this rapprochement
policy is consistent with the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) principles.
teleSUR 
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WHO WILL STOP NATO?
Kemal Okuyan,
Communist Party of Turkey (TKP)
General Secretary
“NATO is not an organisation, a force,
or an alliance system that can be defeated militarily.” We have been stating
this since the Russian armies entered
Ukraine.
The world’s plunge into ever increasing
darkness and the fact that the international
working class movement has for a long time
been in retreat undoubtedly leads people to
despair and the tendency to fall for the first
“remedy” they come across.
However the surrender of societies to
primitive motives of defence or survival
often leads to great disasters.
Today the humanity is divided between
those who are waiting for the “civilised
NATO” to deliver a salvation from the “Russian barbarity” and those who hope that
Russia under the leadership of the brave
and clever Putin will put an end to the US
and NATO aggression and this is a bigger
problem than one might think.
This division is spread almost equally
among all strata of the people across all continents, in other words, the working people
and the poor are attached to the recipes of
salvation that have nothing in common with
their interests.
An abstract opposition to war has never
prevented wars, but we have to say that the
division we have pointed out is paving the
way for war, even a comprehensive imperialist war, or let’s just call it what it is, a new
world war.
Some of those who took to the streets
saying “No to War” today demand that
NATO take more eﬀective steps against
Russia. However, the Western imperialist
countries are already just one step away
from an extensive war eﬀort.
Those who have been watching the events
of the last few days unfold with the mindnumbing glasses of the “division” I mentioned
earlier may not be aware of it, but NATO
is organising an incredibly intense attack,
perhaps with a psychological superiority it
has never had since its establishment.
German militarism, which had been kept
in check to a certain extent by the Soviet
Union and which began to recover rapidly
with the collapse of the USSR, completely
abandoned its meticulous and “cowardly”
way of acting that it had for decades. Many
US companies, which have fattened up in the
climate of war, started the week with cries
of joy. The Polish ruling class, driven by a
historical determination to serve NATO, have
gained more this past week than in the last
thirty years. Even the Ukrainian administration under the control of a fascist gang sees
in itself the right to act as the representative
of the oppressed.

NATO Deputy Secretary General Mircea Geoană and the Defence Minister of the United Kingdom, Ben Wallace. (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

The “European project”, which had lost
credibility in the eyes of the broad masses
due to the economic crisis, the terrible handling of the corona pandemic at the hands of
the incapable politicians, suddenly regained
credibility.
Europe is the homeland of class struggles; the ideological and political balances
of the world are determined there. Pointing
out the importance of this geography, where
the two world wars broke out, does not mean
surrendering to a European-centric point of
view. On the contrary, it indicates the need
for a period of struggles that will radically
change the current status quo in Europe.
Our side in this struggle is the workers of
the continent.
The working masses in Europe, including
Turkey, have an obligation to wage a more
eﬀective struggle against NATO aggression,
which is getting more intense.
As some people think, this obligation
cannot be fulfilled as taking one of the sides
in that “division”. NATO aggression cannot
be repelled either, by attributing a special
intellect and depth to the Putin leadership,
which is looking for ways to defend the
interests of capitalist Russia. In any case, at
no point in today’s world order can rational
thought prevail. As assessing US imperialism
by looking at Biden’s pathetic image means
assessing only a part of the reality, assigning great meanings to Putin’s strong leader
image would equally take us down the path
of grave mistakes.
Today, the peoples of the world cannot
have an “active” role in a NATO versus
Russia polarisation. It is of course absurd
to equalise the sides in this confrontation;

despite all their internal contradictions, the
US, NATO and the European Union bloc
are the primary threat to humanity. But the
critically important point is that almost all of
Europe, including Turkey, is under the yoke
of a pro-NATO class domination.
It is necessary to determine priorities
based on the conditions in each country.
Contrary to the claims of the NATO supporters who have now started to make a lot
of noise in Turkey, it is the US imperialism
and NATO that threaten our people.
Against NATO aggression, which will
become more critical in Turkey’s domestic
and foreign policy with the latest moves, the
only eﬀective and legitimate struggle is one
that is waged on a class basis.
It would be a historical defeat for the
workers of the world to line up behind the
struggle for hegemony, which is obscured
by great power chauvinism, militarism, lies,
occupation and which divides the capitalists
into the powerful and the downtrodden.
Communists come from a tradition that
opposes race- and nation-based conflicts,
and that stands for class-based conflicts.
This tradition has hitherto used the truth,
sense of justice and righteousness as its most
important weapons; adopted the sovereignty
and independence of countries and opposition to changing of borders by brute force as
the most important principles of the struggle
against imperialism.
Today, in the face of increasing NATO
aggression, only by acting on this basis can
we make the masses support the demand
for Turkey’s immediate exit from NATO.
US imperialism and NATO cannot be
defeated by a confrontation where peoples are

held down as they line up behind their own
ruling class, or where deep social inequalities in individual countries are lost in the
primitive language of geostrategy.
Let’s not forget that Yanukovych government, which was overthrown by the Maydan
Incidents of 2014 and fled to Russia after the
last “colour revolution” that made Ukraine
a fanatical militant of US imperialism and
NATO, with its policies that impoverished
the people, with its rotten structure that was
deep in corruption, deserved to be overthrown long time ago not by the neo-Nazis
or pro-Europe fascists but by a revolutionary
working class movement.
The ominous “colour revolutions” that
shaped Ukraine ten years apart are the result
of the division of people on the basis of being
pro-Russia or pro-Western. In Ukraine and
Russia, however, the population is divided
into exploiters and exploited, as in the United
States, Poland, Turkey, and elsewhere.
The day is the day to push forward the
organised power of the working people
against NATO and the NATO members.
This is the only force against which the most
advanced weapons, including nuclear ones,
will be rendered futile.
There is no diﬀerence between hoping
for help from the struggle for hegemony in
the capitalist world and placing hope in the
six parties that came together against the
AKP government.
Both are projects of destruction for the
people. While there is still time, the people
must rise up for the emergence of an organised popular struggle. 

TIMOR-LESTE ELECTIONS 2022
Ron Hall
In a conclusive victory in the
recent Timor-Leste presidential elections, José Ramos-Horta, a former foreign
aﬀairs Minister, Prime Minister and President, became the
new President of Timor-Leste
(East Timor) in the final round
of the elections held on 19th
April with a sixty-three per
cent endorsement. In the first
round Ramos-Horta, competing in a field of sixteen candidates, gained forty-seven per
cent of the vote, falling just
short of the required fifty per
cent plus. His main rival in
the second round was former
resistance fighter and incumbent president standing for reelection, Francisco Guterras,
who received only twenty-three
per cent of the vote.

Contributing to the win was
support received from another
former President and resistance
leader, Xanana Gusmão, who heads
the National Congress for Timorese Reconstruction (CNRT) and is
generally seen as a “king-maker” in
Timorese politics. The support was
given on the basis that Ramos-Horta as President would be prepared
to dissolve the national parliament
and call an early election.
Despite being unfairly blamed
for political violence that occurred
during his prime-ministership
in 2006, Ramos-Horta was successful, running on a platform of
poverty reduction and increasing
health care provision for mothers
and children. At seventy-two, he
has come out of retirement to lead
further social reform and guide an
economy dependent on dwindling
oil revenue.
Under Timor-Leste’s

semi-presidential system, the
President is directly elected by
popular vote and plays a key role
in appointing the government. His
powers include the dissolution
of parliament where necessary.
In a new parliamentary election
Gusmão could return to the role of
Prime-Minister to further promote
the Greater Sunrise/Tasi Mane
onshore oil and gas development,
a project currently shelved by Fretilin because of questions over its
economic viability.
It should be noted that the
Australian government is holding about AU$8 billion, which
came from Timor-Leste’s half of
the Timor Sea. Australia might
be aiding Timor-Leste with a few
million dollars, but Timor-Leste,
the poorest nation in SE Asia, in
reality is a big donor to Australia
– the richest nation in the region
Prior to independence, as

ambassador at large for the Timorese people, Ramos-Horta acted
as Permanent Representative of
Fretilin to the United Nations for a
decade. Along with fellow Timorese
Bishop Carlos Belo, Ramos-Horta
received a Nobel Peace Prize in 1996
for “working towards a just and
peaceful solution to the conflict in
East Timor.” Eminently qualified
in international and human rights
law, he speaks five languages fluently: Portuguese, English, French,
Spanish and Tetum, the Timorese
language.
In 2002, Timor-Leste became
one of the newest members of the
United Nations. Relations with
Australia have included tensions,
especially over the 2004 illegal
bugging of a Timorese government oﬃce to gain an advantage
in resource negotiations. In 2013
the spying was revealed and led
to a scandal, which resulted in the

ignominious situation of Australia
being taken to the Permanent Court
of Arbitration in The Hague. Conservative governments have seemingly chosen to keep this issue alive
by their relentless prosecution of
lawyer Bernard Collaery who acted
as legal advisor to CNRT as well as
whistleblower “Witness K.”
In claiming victory RamosHorta declared: “I have received
this mandate from our people,
from the nation in an overwhelming demonstration of our people’s
commitment to democracy.” An
invitation has been extended by
Ramos-Horta to Guterras’ oﬃce to
make arrangements for handover
of power. 
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IMPERIALISM AND UKRAINE
Graham Harrington
The politics and complex history of
eastern Europe are not the focus of the
Western media’s attempt to explain the
war in Ukraine. Instead the personality of Russia’s president is the focus. A
latent Russophobia has existed since
the end of the Cold War, supplemented
in the past three decades by the Russians managing to be the evil villain
in almost every film, video game, and
series, except after 9/11, when Muslims became the focus.
The attempt at cancelling prominent
Russians such as Yuri Gagarin, Dostoevsky,
Shostakovich – all of whom died decades
before the Russian attack on Ukraine – and
the banning of Russian media such as RT
reflect a propaganda war that has already
been won. Many left-leaning people seem
to have just discovered that they are antiwar activists since Russia’s invasion. This is
positive only if it is against all wars, not just
the ones started by the enemies of the West.
Since 2001 France has made military
interventions in Mali, Ivory Coast, Chad,
Somalia, Central African Republic, Syria,
and Iraq. Portugal at present has a military
deployment in Mozambique. Fourteen countries in Africa are forced to link their currency
with the euro. Ukraine itself sent thousands
of soldiers into Iraq. Britain has thousands
of troops in countries such as Ireland and
Kenya; and this is not to mention the United
States, which has its military and intelligence
forces involved in every continent, with at
least 750 military bases around the world.
The question “Is Russia imperialist?”
misses the point of what imperialism is.
Imperialism is not when one country invades
another. If this were the case Poland would
be imperialist, as it annexed parts of western Ukraine and Belarus in 1920; Ukraine

would also be imperialist, as it participated
in the war in Iraq. Imperialism is the highest stage of capitalism: it is a world system,
represented today by the United States and
the European Union and the countries subordinate to them.
Russia falls far short of being the leading
exporter of capital in the world; neither does
it represent an alternative to imperialism,
as the USSR did. Russia does give support
to such countries as Cuba, Nicaragua and
Venezuela and is a partner of People’s China.
In Russia itself the opposition to Putin is
led by the Communist Party of the Russian
Federation (CPRF), and this is a big incentive
for Putin to oppose the West. It is the CPRF
that suﬀers most when elections are rigged
and activists are repressed by the Russian
authorities. Yet Western media ignore this
and instead spotlight pro-Western figures
who are on the fringes of Russian politics.
It was imperialism that created Putin,
with the counter-revolution in the USSR
and the brutal imposition of capitalism in
the Yeltsin years. The rise in poverty, drug
addiction, prostitution, homelessness,
premature deaths, rampant inequality, the
two brutal wars in Chechnya and the rise of
Islamic extremism were Russia’s reward for
embracing capitalism.
Ukraine undeniably has a problem with
the extreme right. Those who say that we
should listen to the “Ukrainian left” opposed
to Russia surely must not mean the likes of
the Communist Party of Ukraine, banned
since 2015. Neither do they mean the eleven
opposition parties recently banned by Zelenskiy’s government – and this while fascist
groups such as Azov, Svoboda and Right
Sector are permitted to exist. Statues to the
Red Army are destroyed, yet statues commemorating the Nazi collaborator Stepan
Bandera are allowed to exist.
In what democratic country are neo-Nazis

Ukrainian Soldiers conducting an entering and clearing trenches exercise.
(Photo by Army Sgt Jacob Holmes CC www.dvidshub.net)

brought in as an oﬃcial unit of the national
guard, as the Azov Battalion was? At the same
time the Ukrainian government arrests the
Kononovych brothers, leaders of the Ukrainian Communist Youth. President Zelenskiy’s
main financial backer, Igor Kolomoiskiy,
was also a financier of the Azov Battalion.
Ukraine is not the only country in
Europe with a strong right-wing – far from
it. However, it is exceptional in that the most
extremist of them have been brought in as
an oﬃcial part of the state apparatus, their
ideology has been encouraged by the state,
their main political opponents have been
repressed, and they were the best-armed
and best-trained fascists in Europe.

Russia’s war could not have happened
were it not for the encouraging of fascism
by the West, the war in Donbass, which took
14,000 lives, and Ukraine moving to join
NATO. This is not to say we should support
its operation – which arguably has created
more unity among the West and NATO than
existed before – or see the Russian state as
heroes, but we should not join those who
want to use Ukraine as our generation’s
“Little Catholic Belgium.” Their enemies are
not necessarily our enemies.
Socialist Voice 

UK UNION VOWS TO
KEEP PRESSURE ON P&O
The National Union of Rail,
Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT) slammed law-breaking P&O Ferries after the
disgraced company made an
unsuccessful attempt to cut
the pay of its new, cheaper
agency staﬀ.
The union vowed to keep the
pressure on P&O after the U-turn
and also repeated its calls for the
company to be taken into public
ownership and for the 800 workers it sacked in a crude cost-cutting
move to be reinstated.
Last month, P&O Ferries boss
Peter Hebblethwaite admitted
to MPs that the dismissal of the
workers without notice was illegal.
The RMT said that it had intervened on Sunday after the company
tried to force agency workers to

sign new contracts with sharply
reduced pay.
P&O was forced to back down
after RMT called in the Maritime
Coastguard Agency (MCA), which
reinstated the agency workers’
original wages.
RMT general secretary Mick
Lynch said: “Due to the pressure
from RMT seafarers, P&O have
been prevented from further cutting
the pay of vulnerable agency crew.
“There are no depths to which
P&O and their Dubai owners at DP
World will sink to extract the maximum profit from ferry crews operating our vital maritime supply chains.
“This is underlined by the fact
that despite this U-turn, P&O are
still only paying barely half the UK
minimum wage of £9.50 per hour.
“Ultimately, staﬃng ships with
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super-exploited agency staﬀ is not
just morally wrong, it undercuts
those remaining ferry operators
who do abide by union rates of pay
and conditions and undermines
passenger safety.
“The only way out of this latest
crisis at the ferry operator is for the
government to take over the running of P&O vessels and reinstate
directly employed staﬀ on union
rates of pay.“
However, in a statement published today, P&O Ferries claimed
that “no agency seafarers were
asked to accept reduced wages” and
that there had been an “administrative misunderstanding.”
RMT rejected these assertions,
with a union spokesman saying:
“P&O’s statement is contradictory.
“On the one hand, they claim
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there was an administrative misunderstanding which they rectified.
And on the other, they say there
was never an attempt to pay agency
workers lower rates of pay.
“The fact is P&O were caught
trying to pay people from South
America inferior wages to their
counterparts in Europe and the MCA
made them change those contracts.
“We have seen contracts of
agency workers where they are
being paid the equivalent of £4.35
an hour for seventeen weeks’ work.”
The Sunday Mirror reported
seeing an email from an agency
seafarer who said: “They don’t care
about rights. This is my sixth day
working without contract, please
help us. They try to give us less
money. We are desperate.”
RMT national secretary Darren

Procter said that P&O Ferries had
“brought people in on a month’s
contract, some on two-month
contracts” and then told them that
they had to accept lower pay rates
if they wanted to stay on.
Labour shadow transport secretary Louise Haigh said: “P&O
Ferries have sunk to a desperate
new low, all while the £325,000
per year chief executive faces no
consequences whatsoever.
“This shameless board should
be struck oﬀ for good. Ministers are
still letting them get away with it.”
Transport Secretary Grant
Shapps, who has vowed to introduce legislation to bring P&O into
line, said that the company “must
pay the minimum wage like all UK
businesses.”
Morning Star 
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CANADA: FIGHTER JETS OR
GREEN ELECTRICITY –
THE $19 BILLION QUESTION!
Dave McKee
On 28th March, the government came
clean on one of its’ worst kept secrets
of the decade when it announced its
decision (again) to purchase F-35
fighter jets. Trudeau and Co will now
enter into negotiations with Lockheed
Martin (to whom Canada has already
paid over CA$750 million since 1997
for the F-35 development) to purchase
88 of the fighters at an expected price
of CA$19 billion.
This single announcement flies in the
face of the Liberals’ lip-service to climate
justice and clearly indicates where the government’s priorities lie.
There are, of course, multiple reasons for
opposing the F-35 purchase. For starters, the
project is part and parcel of increased militarism and proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction. The fighter has been designed
to carry nuclear weapons – in the form of
an upgraded B-61 bomb, the development of
which was funded alongside the F-35. As a
member of NATO, which maintains a nuclear
first-strike position, Canada will become part
of a multinational delivery mechanism for
US nuclear weapons.
The F-35 will also be an enormous
drain on public finances – far beyond the
already exorbitant $19 billion purchase
price. Operating and maintenance costs
over the jets’ 12-year life span, which successive governments have downplayed and
underestimated, are estimated to be in the
area of $80 billion. So, what Trudeau is
pitching as a $19 billion cost will actually
be closer to $100 billion.
The environmental and climate impact
of these fighters is devastating. A public
health review of the F-35 operational basing
environmental impact, commissioned by the
State of Vermont in 2012, details numerous
instances of heightened toxins including
carbon emissions, volatile organic compounds, particulates and dumped fuel.
It raises the question of how $19 billion
might be better spent.
One compelling option, which would
have an immediate and lasting economic
and environmental impact, would be to use
that money to convert Canada’s electricity
production infrastructure from fossil fuels
to renewable sources.
According to information from Natural
Resources Canada from 2020, around 19.3
per cent of electricity production comes
from fossil fuels – 9.5 per cent of electricity
supply comes from coal, 8.5 per cent from
natural gas and 1.3 per cent from petroleum. With overall electricity production in
the area of 650 terawatt hours (TWh), this
means that fossil fuel generation was relied
upon to produce around 125 TWh. These
figures are for an entire year, so they relate
to approximately 14 gigawatt hours (GWh)
of “standing capacity” (electrical output of
existing facilities at any given time).
In essence, if we can develop electricity
plants that generate 14 GWh in standing
capacity from renewable sources, we can

Wolfe Island wind farm, Kingston Ontario Canada. Photo: Laslovarga (CC BY-SA 4.0)

completely eliminate fossil fuel generation
across the country.
This sounds impossible but it isn’t, and
this is where the F-35 procurement comes in.
Of non-hydro renewable sources of electricity, the dominant one in Canada is wind
power. Over the past decade, several wind
power generating facilities have been built
across the country with increased output
and, most notably for the purpose of this
article, construction costs in the area of
CA$2 million per MWh. For example, the
40-turbine Belle River Wind Farm near
Windsor, Ontario was commissioned in 2017
with a standing capacity of 100 MWh and a
construction cost of just over CA$200 million. Similarly, the Seigneurie de Beaupré
Wind Farm near Quebec City has 154 turbines producing 365 MWh and cost about
CA$750 million to build.
Strictly from the point of view of wattsper-dollar, the purchase price of 88 F-35
fighter jets could equally be used as a onetime expense to build wind farms with
approximately 9.5 GWh of standing capacity,
or nearly 85 TWh annually. Upon completion
of construction (typically two-three years) this
infrastructure would immediately eliminate
sixty-eight per cent of the fossil fuel electricity generation in Canada. One quarter of the
expected CA$80 billion in F-35 operating
costs could be used, again as a one-time
expense, to build another 9.5 GWh of wind
power standing capacity, which would be
enough to eliminate the remainder of fossil
fuel generation and then some.
Without a doubt, building electrical
infrastructure has a compound eﬀect on
industrial development, far beyond what
military procurement can ever boast. But let’s

put some real figures on the immediate job
creation potential of wind farm construction.
One of the most recent large wind farm
projects is the 300 MWh Henvey Inlet Wind
Power project, at Henvey Inlet First Nation
near Parry Sound, Ontario. This development cost around CA$1 billion and employed
more than 1000 workers on site during its
construction period of 1.5 years (which, in
turn created about CA$25 million in direct
economic activity for the local community).
Ongoing operations sustain 20 on-site jobs.
Based on this, it is reasonable to assume
that the CA$19 billion investment envisioned
above would generate in the area of 19,000
jobs during construction. Lockheed Martin
routinely floats the claim that the F-35 will
create “up to 150,000 jobs over its lifetime” but their own report to the Canadian
government counters this. In the February
2020 Economic Impact Report about the
F-35 procurement in Canada, the corporation identified just 2525 jobs that would be
created in Canada through the production
phase. Admittedly, the estimated number
of sustained jobs (after construction) are
less for wind farms (about 400 sustained
on-site jobs) than for the F-35 (1674 jobs),
but the latter is wholly dependent on CA$80
billion of additional public funding while the
former is a revenue generator and industrial
stimulant.
To recap, the government has identified
CA$19 billion that it can invest somewhere.
If put into renewable energy development, it
could produce enough “green” electricity to
displace over two-thirds of fossil fuel electricity in two years and create nearly 20,000
jobs in the process. Yet, the government has
decided to put this money into F-35 fighter
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jets, the production of which will generate only 2500 jobs and would necessitate
a further CA$80 billion in ongoing public
funding over 12 years.
It seems like such a simple decision. So,
what do we need to do, in order for the government to make the correct choice?
The answer to that lies in a combination
of economic and political positions around
which the labour movement and its allies
(especially Indigenous people and peace
and environmental organisations) simply
must unite and mobilise. These positions
include a foreign policy based on peace
and disarmament rather than militarism
and aggression, including withdrawal from
NATO; a commitment to decarbonising
the economy through decisive government
intervention; a labour policy that is centred
around creating well-paid union jobs in
sustainable industries, a shorter work week
with no loss in take home pay, and job and
income guarantees for workers displaced
through a green conversion.
These kinds of positions are absolutely
essential to achieve anything approaching
climate and environmental justice with some
semblance of fairness for working people,
their families and their communities. But
they will not be achieved without a mass
struggle led by labour in alliance with Indigenous people, the environmental movement,
peace organisations and many other groups.
The alternative is for the government
to prioritise arms spending, continuing the
massive shift of wealth from working people
to the ruling elite, and imperilling humanity
in the process.
People’s Voice 
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